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Chapter 2841 

2841 Everything has changed 2 

Thinking about it, in the depths of her heart, hadn’t she always hoped that she would be with him one 

day? She had even thought that even if it was just once, she would be worthy of her relationship. 

So if Wanwan wasn’t afraid to argue with him, then what was she worried about? 

“No, I haven’t. i’m not afraid.” Bai Liyue blurted out. 

However, Feng shengxuan, who was standing beside them, chuckled. 

This was the first time in so many years that Bai Liyue had heard such a pleasant laughter. It was as if the 

elven prince had traveled through time and space, and his voice reverberated in the air with a 

subwoofer-like effect. There was a touch of emptiness in his deep voice, as well as a bit of laziness. 

Bai Liyue felt that her heart was about to explode from the laughter. 

She could only tell herself to stay calm! Steady! He was about to leave, and there would be no result, so 

he had to endure it! 

“What are you laughing at?” 

Feeling a little depressed, Feng shengxuan continued to stare at her with a pair of devilish upturned eyes 

after laughing. He was smiling, and it was really unbearable. Bai Liyue then turned to look at the 

seductress-like man angrily. Although his face was full of anger, when she saw that the 28-year-old 

man’s skin had actually become much better after being hypnotized, his skin was so fair that light could 

pass through it. It was as if there was a lot of moisture contained in his handsome face, like milk. Bai 

Liyue quickly looked away. 

she was afraid that she wouldn’t be able to control herself and, in order to put an end to this 

relationship, she would force him to do something before she left. 

Seeing that Bai Liyue was embarrassed, Feng shengxuan did not let her go. Instead, he added fuel to the 

fire and answered honestly, ” “I’m laughing at Yingluo. I asked you if you were afraid that I’d tease you, 

but you replied that you weren’t.” 

Baili Yue thought,”so, you’re starting to mess around after you’ve got a good EQ?” 

Bai Liyue looked at Feng shengxuan, but before she could say anything, Feng shengxuan continued to 

speak without fear, ” “So, Yue ‘er, not only are you not afraid that I’ll tease you, but you also want to 

tease me, right?” 

“Feng. Sheng. Xuan!” Bai Liyue’s ears were red, but her face was white from anger. In the past, she had 

always called him Phoenix, and in front of Nuan Nuan, she had always called him big brother. however, 

at this moment, bai liyue couldn’t bear it anymore and called him by his name. 
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feng shengxuan was in a good mood when he saw her ears turn red, but he kept his smile and said 

seriously, ” “The car’s parked here. You don’t have to go.” 

The atmosphere that had been extremely awkward was instantly dissolved. 

Previously, Feng shengxuan had driven a blue Lamborghini Aventador J, a limited edition sports car that 

was extremely flashy and exaggerated. But today, he was driving a Limited Edition Black Maybach. 

Bai Liyue couldn’t even react when she saw the car. 

So the hypnosis was removed, and even her preference for colors had changed? 

This person had never driven a car of this color before! Like Nuannuan, he liked flamboyant colors. 

“This is yours?” Baili Yue couldn’t help but raise her eyebrows. 

“Yes.” Feng shengxuan nodded. it was air-flown in last night. The license plate was made this morning. 

“You like this color?” 

“I don’t really like it. I just suddenly feel that this color is more pleasing to the eye.” 

“What about the royal blue color?” 

“I’m giving it to Selina. If you like it, I can order a white one for you.” 

“No need, no need!” Bai Liyue quickly waved her hands. She wasn’t a fanatic and wasn’t interested in 

limited edition sports cars. 

My Sweet Physician Wife Calls The Shots 

Chapter 2842 

2842 Surprise (3) 

Thinking about it, in the depths of her heart, hadn’t she always hoped that she would be with him one 

day? She had even thought that even if it was just once, she would be worthy of her relationship. 

So if Wanwan wasn’t afraid to argue with him, then what was she worried about? 

“No, I haven’t. I’m not afraid.” Bai Liyue blurted out. 

However, Feng shengxuan, who was standing beside them, chuckled. 

This was the first time in so many years that Bai Liyue had heard such a pleasant laughter. It was as if the 

elven prince had traveled through time and space, and his voice reverberated in the air with a 

subwoofer-like effect. There was a touch of emptiness in his deep voice, as well as a bit of laziness. 

Bai Liyue felt that her heart was about to explode from the laughter. 

She could only tell herself to stay calm! Steady! He was about to leave, and there would be no result, so 

he had to endure it! 

“What are you laughing at?” 
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Feeling a little depressed, Feng shengxuan continued to stare at her with a pair of devilish upturned eyes 

after laughing. He was smiling, and it was really unbearable. Bai Liyue then turned to look at the 

seductress-like man angrily. Although his face was full of anger, when she saw that the 28-year-old 

man’s skin had actually become much better after being hypnotized, his skin was so fair that light could 

pass through it. It was as if there was a lot of moisture contained in his handsome face, like milk. Bai 

Liyue quickly looked away. 

She was afraid that she wouldn’t be able to control herself and, in order to put an end to this 

relationship, she would force him to do something before she left. 

seeing that bai liyue was embarrassed, feng shengxuan did not let her go. instead, he added fuel to the 

fire and answered honestly, ” “I’m laughing at Yingluo. I asked you if you were afraid that I’d tease you, 

but you replied that you weren’t.” 

Baili Yue thought,”so, you’re starting to mess around after you’ve got a good EQ?” 

Bai Liyue looked at Feng shengxuan, but before she could say anything, Feng shengxuan continued to 

speak without fear, ” “so, yue ‘er, not only are you not afraid that i’ll tease you, but you also want to 

tease me, right?” 

“feng. sheng. xuan!” Bai Liyue’s ears were red, but her face was white from anger. In the past, she had 

always called him Phoenix, and in front of Nuan Nuan, she had always called him big brother. However, 

at this moment, Bai Liyue couldn’t bear it anymore and called him by his name. 

Feng shengxuan was in a good mood when he saw her ears turn red, but he kept his smile and said 

seriously, ” “the car’s parked here. you don’t have to go.” 

the atmosphere that had been extremely awkward was instantly dissolved. 

Previously, Feng shengxuan had driven a blue Lamborghini Aventador J, a limited edition sports car that 

was extremely flashy and exaggerated. But today, he was driving a Limited Edition Black Maybach. 

Bai Liyue couldn’t even react when she saw the car. 

So the hypnosis was removed, and even her preference for colors had changed? 

This person had never driven a car of this color before! Like Nuannuan, he liked flamboyant colors. 

“This is yours?” Baili Yue couldn’t help but raise her eyebrows. 

“Yes.” Feng shengxuan nodded. it was air-flown in last night. The license plate was made this morning. 

“You like this color?” 

“I don’t really like it. I just suddenly feel that this color is more pleasing to the eye.” 

“What about the royal blue color?” 

“i’m giving it to selina. If you like it, I can order a white one for you.” 

“No need, no need!” bai liyue quickly waved her hands. She wasn’t a fanatic and wasn’t interested in 

limited edition sports cars. 



Feng shengxuan smiled. I knew you wouldn’t be interested in these things. That’s why I didn’t change 

your car. However, there’s something that you might like.” 

After that, Feng shengxuan opened the trunk of his car. 

Seeing his mysterious look, Baili Yue also walked over curiously to take a look. 

The trunk was filled with bright red roses, and the petals of each rose were exactly the same. Because 

they were in the basement, the lights were dimmer, so there was a circle of heart-shaped candles 

around it. 

It might sound tacky, but it was undeniable that her favorite flowers were red roses. 

Although there were many red roses, they represented love. Therefore, even though she liked it very 

much, she had never bought it or placed it in her own residence. 

Bai Liyue looked at Feng shengxuan in surprise, only to see him looking at her with a smile. His already 

soft facial lines became even more refined after he put on the pair of glasses. 

Baili Yue stared at Feng shengxuan in a daze, trying to imprint his gentle and magnificent beauty in the 

bottom of her heart, making this scene a permanent mole in her heart. 

“How do you know that I like red roses?” 

you’re the person I like. Although I was hypnotized and not only did I not Feel My Love for you, but I 

even felt inexplicably annoyed when I saw you, I still paid attention to everything about you and 

remembered it in my heart. 

Feng shengxuan’s words touched Bai Liyue. Although Feng shengxuan had treated her well in the past, 

that was because he had been hypnotized. Bai Liyue could understand. 

In this world, there should be nothing happier than knowing that the person you like also likes you. 

Hearing Feng shengxuan’s words, Bai Liyue couldn’t help but smile. 

Feng shengxuan’s heart skipped a beat when he saw Bai Liyue’s gentle and beautiful smile. 

suppressing the urge to bend down and kiss her, feng shengxuan forced himself to look away. 

he waved his hand to put out the candle, closed the trunk, took baili yue’s hand, and walked toward the 

passenger seat. 

Baili Yue was still admiring the beautiful roses, and before she could come back to her senses, Feng 

shengxuan took her hand and led her away. 

By the time she realized that Feng shengxuan was holding her hand and that they had been so intimate, 

Feng shengxuan had already let go of her hand. He opened the car door and let Baili Yue sit inside. 

The car slowly drove away from disheng building, out of the city, and towards the suburbs. 

“Where are we going?” 

“You’ll know when you go. You’ll definitely like it. ” 



Looking at the smiling Feng shengxuan, Bai Liyue felt that she wouldn’t have to eat for a year after 

eating his bowl of face value. 

“What’s wrong?” Seeing that Bai Liyue kept looking at him, Feng shengxuan turned to her and asked 

with a smile. 

Bai Liyue quickly retracted her gaze and said a little awkwardly, ” “It’s nothing. By the way, why do you 

think Feng Kun sent someone to follow me? could it be that he has already discovered that your 

hypnosis has been removed?” 

“Ziyu said that he wouldn’t know that the hypnosis has been lifted. as for why he sent someone to 

follow you, yingluo, i’m afraid he can’t wait.” 

“You can’t wait?” Bai Liyue raised her eyebrows and quickly figured out the reason. 

“you mean, he wanted to take advantage of the fact that you attacked grandpa chi and the chi family 

was suspicious of you, so he took the opportunity to attack me? No matter if he kills me or hurts me, 

he’ll find a way to push the blame to the Chi family?” 

My Sweet Physician Wife Calls The Shots 

Chapter 2843 

2843 The garden in the dream (4) 

Feng shengxuan smiled at Bai Liyue and praised her generously, ” “What a smart girl.” 

Bai Liyue was embarrassed by Feng shengxuan’s words and said, ” “if i can’t even figure this out, what 

right do i have to be nuannuan’s sister? Feng Luan knows that neither you nor Chi Yang will kill 

Nuannuan. So killing me is the best way to arouse your hatred.” 

Feng shengxuan nodded seriously. that’s right. If you’re really dead, then no one would be worthy of 

living in this world. 

baili yue: 

she realized that ever since feng shengxuan’s hypnosis had been broken, not only did he develop an 

inexplicable love for her, but his emotional intelligence had also improved. Not only did his EQ become 

higher, but he also became particularly fond of driving to satisfy his mouth addiction. 

not long after they left the city, feng shengxuan turned the car into an alley. 

When they reached the end of the alley, there was already a row of staff in gardener’s clothes waiting 

for them. 

“What is this place?” 

“you’ll know when you get in.” Feng shengxuan was still keeping her in suspense. He parked the car and 

unbuckled her seatbelt for her before she could. 

Baili Yue’s hand froze in mid-air, and she awkwardly said, ” thank you. 

“Let’s go,” he said. 
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With that, Feng shengxuan got out of the car. By the time he turned to where Bai Liyue was, she had 

already opened the car door and gotten out. 

Feng shengxuan’s brows furrowed imperceptibly, then he happily led Baili Yue to a group of gardeners. 

“Mr. Feng, miss Baili, welcome.” 

“Have you prepared everything?” Feng shengxuan asked the person in charge. 

“it’s been prepared according to your request.” 

Feng shengxuan nodded. let’s go in, then. 

“Yes. mr. feng, please. miss baili, please.” 

Bai Liyue didn’t know what Feng shengxuan was up to, so she followed him in suspiciously. 

However, when an automatic door opened inside, Bai Liyue was completely shocked. 

As far as the eye could see, the red roses in the trunk were all over the mountain. Under the sunlight, it 

was as if the entire world was dyed red. 

In the middle of the sea of flowers was a unique wooden villa. The villa was built with staggered floors, 

and from her direction, there were several flower terrace. 

Looking at the wooden house that was wrapped in green vines and had red roses growing on it, Bai 

Liyue couldn’t help but like it from the bottom of her heart. 

Feng shengxuan saw all the joy in her eyes, and his eyes were filled with a faint happiness and smile. 

“Is this place beautiful?” 

bai liyue nodded,”it’s so beautiful!” It’s so beautiful!” 

whether it was the manor in cyber country that was so large that only a car could travel through, or the 

mansion of the nangong family on the peninsula, none of them could compare to the beauty of this 

place. 

There was almost no need to smell it. The fragrance of the Rose had already permeated the air. With 

every even breath, it could also enter the deep lungs. 

She liked the taste. 

Bai Liyue couldn’t hide the joy in her eyes. Seeing that she liked it, Feng shengxuan and the gardeners 

also smiled. 

“It’s good that you like it. You live with Aiden and the others on the peninsula. Sometimes, I see that you 

want to be alone, so I bought this place. If you want to be alone, you can stay here. The air here is good, 

and there are roses that you like.” 

My Sweet Physician Wife Calls The Shots 

Chapter 2844 

2844 Xuanxuan (1) 
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“Gardeners are provided, so you don’t need to be responsible for the sea of roses below. You only need 

to water the flowers on the five balconies. If you don’t have time, you can ask the gardener to come up 

and help you take care of it. However, without your order, they won’t come up. So be careful not to let 

the flower die.” 

“how is that possible?” Bai Liyue blurted out. 

Only God knew how much she loved this place. Living here every day, lying on the terrace to bask in the 

sun, drinking a cup of tea, reading a book while smelling the flowers, Baili Yue felt that she could do 

nothing at all. 

“That’s good. Let’s go, I’ll take you to the house to take a look.” 

“Alright,” he said. 

As soon as Baili Yue agreed, Feng shengxuan took her hand naturally and led her inside. 

Baili Yue was a little embarrassed, but Feng shengxuan had done so much for her in silence. It was 

impossible to say that he didn’t dare to do anything. 

Looking at the hand that was holding her, Baili Yue felt that the skin on his hand seemed to be whiter 

than before. He was actually as white as him! 

Could it be that after the hypnosis was removed, one’s skin would turn white? 

In short, after Feng shengxuan’s hypnosis had been exposed, Bai Liyue had felt that something was 

wrong. but she didn’t know how to ask. 

Just like that, while Bai Liyue was still in a daze, Feng shengxuan brought her to the exquisite wooden 

house with staggered floors. 

Although the wooden house looked a little bumptious from the outside, after entering, he realized that 

all the facilities inside were the most modern. 

“How long did you take to get this house?” 

“three days ago,” 

bai liyue was surprised. ” you’ve started after you removed the hypnosis? ” 

“Yes, I am. I thought that you would definitely like a place like this, so I found a piece of land, 

transported some soil, and let them do it. ” 

feng shengxuan’s face broke into a beautiful smile. his long, narrow eyes were filled with an extremely 

evil yet gentle smile. It was as if he was asking for praise. 

To be able to build such a beautiful house in three days and even make the interior so modern, financial 

resources were not a problem for them. However, manpower and coordination required top-notch 

equipment. Otherwise, it would be impossible to turn a wasteland into a fairy-tale world in just two 

days. 



“Big brother, thank you.” Although she wouldn’t be staying here for long, she was still very grateful to 

Feng shengxuan for weaving such a fairy tale for her. It would be unforgettable for the rest of her life. 

Feng shengxuan furrowed his brows, clearly unhappy. 

“What did you just call me?” 

Yingluo, ” Baili Yue pursed her lips. big brother. 

“I don’t like this form of address. Didn’t you say you would give me a chance? If I don’t like this form of 

address, is there a chance to change it?” 

he had already begged her so humbly, so how could she say no? 

“What do you want me to exchange for?” 

“Shengxuan. Feng shengxuan paused and said, ” “Xuanxuan.” 

When Bai Liyue heard the last form of address, the corner of her mouth twitched in disgust. 

she thought it would at most be someone like sheng xuan or ah xuan. he actually wanted her to be 

xuanxuan? 

How old is he this year? 

However, Feng shengxuan seemed to be very interested in this title. He said, ” “Just call me Xuanxuan.” 

The corners of Bai Liyue’s eyes couldn’t help but Twitch. Are you sure? ” 

After all, this was the famous Phoenix. 

“I’m sure,” Feng shengxuan nodded without hesitation. 

“alright, then.” Compared to Sheng Xuan’s nauseating name, she preferred a cute name. 

My Sweet Physician Wife Calls The Shots 

Chapter 2845 

2845 The blood from the devil’s heart (2) 

Xuanxuan’s name made her feel an inexplicable sense of familiarity. 

“Then call me once.” Feng shengxuan continued to beg. 

“Xuanxuan Xuanxuan.” Bai Liyue felt that this name was quite easy to say. 

“Yes.” Feng shengxuan nodded in satisfaction, then held Baili Yue’s hand and walked towards the largest 

balcony. 

The terrace in this direction was facing away from the main entrance. From here, one could see the sea 

of flowers that covered the mountains and fields behind. 

they were all red roses. 
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Red flowers and green leaves, the colors were intense, giving people the feeling of being in a fairy tale 

dream. 

bai liyue looked at the beautiful sea of flowers that only belonged to her, and her heart was shocked and 

touched. 

Suddenly, something was wrapped around her neck. Bai Liyue looked down and saw that it was a 

marble-like thing, but there was a cluster of red blood-like things inside. 

“This is a pillar that supports the heavens?” Bai Liyue recognized this thing. 

This was because this item was also sold at the Phoenix Court, and the price was relatively high. This was 

because this thing was almost impossible to find. The outside was natural crystals, and the inside was 

pine and Cypress that had been deposited for many years. It might have fallen into a place back then, 

and after hundreds of thousands of years of change, it finally formed a crystal and wrapped the pine and 

Cypress Branch inside. 

From the outside, the Cypress pine branch was like a pillar standing in the crystal, so it was also called a 

pillar supporting the sky. 

This type of bead was used to ensure safety and was also known as the Fortune-changing bead. 

“You seem to be very familiar with disheng’s business.” Feng shengxuan’s smile was warm. 

Bai Liyue couldn’t help but look at him. Finally, she found something similar to him. And that was … 

Shameless. 

“If I remember correctly, even though Nuannuan left disheng to you to manage, you only manage the 

top decisions, right? it seems that i’m the one in charge of di shi’s affairs.” 

Feng shengxuan couldn’t hide the smile in his eyes. 

“Oh, really? okay. I accept your criticism. In the future, leave your matters to me. ” 

Feng shengxuan was looking at her and speaking so seriously. She wanted to say that she had no 

problem with Di Shi’s matter, but when the words reached her mouth, they changed. 

“Alright, then you have to be more responsible for disheng’s matters in the future. Keep a close eye on 

him.” 

“yes, sir.” Feng shengxuan didn’t doubt it and agreed with a good attitude. 

Bai Liyue looked at the bead on her neck with joy. The more she looked at it, the more confused she 

became. 

“It doesn’t seem to be cypress pine branches inside! What’s inside? why does it look like blood?” 

“yes.” Feng shengxuan nodded. “There is indeed blood inside.” 

Bai Liyue looked at him in surprise and asked, ” “what blood?” 



“It’s the blood from the heart of an unpardonable Great Demon King. After the Demon King died, a drop 

of his heart’s blood was preserved and finally embedded into this Pearl. That’s why it’s said that this 

Pearl can not only transport goods, but also drive away evil.” 

seeing how confident feng shengxuan was, bai liyue couldn’t help but laugh. ” “You speak as if it’s true. 

You actually believe such words? Did you get cheated? this is produced by our feng luan pavilion?” 

Feng shengxuan smiled nonchalantly. it might be true! it’s not something from the phoenix court 

pavilion, i got it by accident. anyway, just wear it and don’t take it off.” 

“i know.” 

this was the first time feng shengxuan had spoken to her in such a commanding tone after the hypnosis 

was lifted. Bai Liyue agreed without even thinking. 

My Sweet Physician Wife Calls The Shots 

Chapter 2846 

2846 First uncle was worried about you (3) 

She felt that she might be a masochist. 

This overbearing Feng shengxuan was the one she was familiar with. 

She lowered her head and looked at the thing that lied about the Demon king’s blood. Baili Yue couldn’t 

help but reach out and touch the bead. She actually felt an inexplicable sense of familiarity. 

Feng shengxuan’s phone rang. He looked at the incoming call with displeasure. It was encrypted. 

there was only one person who knew how to encrypt an incoming call. 

Picking up the phone, the gentle and refined Feng shengxuan’s aura instantly became aggressive and 

irritable. 

“why are you calling me?” Before the other side could say anything, Feng shengxuan had already 

expressed his displeasure. 

The person on the other end of the phone sighed. 

“Little Xuan, you haven’t called me for 20 days. I was the one who called you 20 days ago.” feng luan’s 

tone was completely that of a lonely old man. 

if you’re so lonely, you can go to the welfare Center and adopt some children with good qualifications. 

After 20 years, not only will they be able to bear your joy, but they might even become your left and 

right arms like poisonous snakes. 

After Feng shengxuan said that, the other party didn’t say anything for a long time. Just as Feng 

shengxuan was about to hang up, Feng Kun said, ” “little xuan, are you still angry with me? Although I 

dote on Wen Wan, you’re my nephew. I’ve been alone all my life and don’t even have a child. I raised 

Wen Wan only because I want her to be your right-hand man. I really don’t have any other intentions. 
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It’s just that after Wen Wan grew up, she began to have more thoughts and made you feel disgusted. 

but when you killed her, i didn’t stop you, did i?” 

“You didn’t stop him? You didn’t have time to stop it, did you?” 

“Xuanji, are you still brooding over this matter? why can’t you think about it the other way around? if i 

really wanted the position of King, i could’ve done so after your father died. why would i have to help 

you until now? i’ve already assisted you for so many years, so why should i take back this position? Little 

Xuan, you’re the only one I care about. You are my only family in this world. do you understand?” 

“Alright, did you call me just to talk about these useless topics?” Feng shengxuan glanced at Baili Yue. He 

didn’t want to waste any time on Feng Luan. 

“Of course not. Little Xuan, come back! I’m worried about you.” 

“Worried? What’s there to be worried about?” 

“Chi Yang must have known that you attacked Chi Yuancheng. A few of our hidden sentries have already 

been taken out by the Eagles. Chi Yang is now seriously injured. You can either take advantage of his 

injuries and kill him, or you can come back quickly. Because Chi Yang will definitely not let you off.” 

Feng Luan knew Feng shengxuan very well. He was the kind of person who would never admit that he 

was inferior to Chi Yang even if he had to die. Therefore, there was only one possibility left, and that was 

to kill Chi Yang. The first to strike gained the upper hand. 

In Feng Luan’s opinion, this was the best time for Feng shengxuan to kill Chi Yang. 

“heh, then i’d like to see how he won’t spare me.” 

“little xuan!” Feng Kun’s voice was very anxious. I believe that he can’t win against you in a one-on-one 

fight, especially now that you’ve recovered from your illness and your strength should have recovered. 

But don’t forget that you’re in the Emperor Prefecture. Chi Yang had the Chi family and the entire Eagle 

Clan behind him. If he really wanted to touch you, do you think you would have a way out?” 

My Sweet Physician Wife Calls The Shots 

Chapter 2847 

2847 feng kun’s anger (4) 

“taking revenge is one thing, but your safety is another! I’d rather you don’t avenge your father. I don’t 

want to see my son die and hear the news of your death in the near future.” 

“You think too much. I will definitely avenge my father! Not only that, I’ll even make him die ten 

thousand times worse than he did. As for whether I’ll die or not, you don’t have to worry about it. Even 

my mom isn’t as worried as you are.” 

“Little Xuan!” feng yao couldn’t help but smile when he heard feng shengxuan gritting his teeth and 

saying that he was going to avenge his father. 

He believed that after he had deliberately released the news, Chi Yang would definitely not let Feng 

shengxuan off. Feng shengxuan, on the other hand, had not given up on the idea of avenging his father 
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just because of Nangong Nuannuan. This was the best sign. What he had to do now was to be a good 

uncle without any selfish motives. 

“Xuan, your mother came back yesterday. I went to see her, but she locked herself in her room and 

refused to see me. why don’t you come back and keep your mom company?” 

“What do you want to do by dragging me back?” 

“Xiao Xuan, it hasn’t been easy for your mother to be alone all these years. Can you show her more 

care? Hurry up and come back. nangong nuannuan is already married. she doesn’t belong to you 

anymore.” 

did you really ask me to come back because you were worried about me and my mother? ” 

“What else? Little Xuan, can you not be so stubborn?” 

“Then I’ll explain to you, where did those bugmen of the Nangong family come from? Why did you send 

bugmen to monitor me? What do you want to do?” 

Feng Luan knew about the Bugman’s death. He had thought that it had been killed by Nangong 

Nuannuan, but it turned out that it had been killed by Feng shengxuan. 

“Those bugmen just wanted to protect you. You’re living in the Nangong family all day, what if 

something happens?” 

“there’s no what if. I can only tolerate this once. If it happens a second time, don’t blame me for falling 

out with you.” With that, Feng shengxuan hung up the phone. 

Feng Kun looked at the phone that had been hung up and smiled indifferently. He then put away his 

phone and went to the practice room. 

A new batch of jade stones had been exchanged for the practice room. Looking at the color of the Jade, 

Feng Luan’s eyes flashed with satisfaction. 

Almost all of the top-grade jade stones that di gang had taken out would be transported to him first. 

After he had absorbed all the spiritual Qi in the Jade stones, they would be transported back to him. 

his body in this world was getting worse and worse, especially after hypnotizing the president. he hadn’t 

been able to recover. He was very worried about whether the two of them could kill each other before 

his body dissipated. 

Feng Luan sat in the middle of a piece of top-grade Jade. She had made all the preparations and was 

planning to absorb the spiritual Qi inside. 

However, in the next moment, his eyes suddenly opened. “men!” he roared furiously. 

The bodyguard outside the door immediately pushed the door open and entered. 

“What’s with these jade stones? who did anything to it after it was released?” 

The bodyguards looked at each other. the top-grade raw stones were secretly transported here as soon 

as they came out of the Feng Kun Pavilion raw stone Center! Sir, could these jade stones be fake?” 



Feng Kun felt a mouthful of blood stuck in his throat. 

The Jade stone was not fake, but the spiritual energy in it was gone. 

“The Jade stones are not fake, but they have been touched. Find out who opened these jade stones and 

who each jade stone was in the hands of. I want very clear information. Remember, it’s very clear.” 

“yes.” 

feng luan stood up angrily and left the training hall. 

(Happy Birthday to my great country! Organize an event. The first 20 comments of ” Happy Birthday to 

the motherland ” in this comment section will be for the winning readers. The floor above Deacon is an 

effective floor. There was a problem with the comments section yesterday, so all the comments were 

not displayed. If it still isn’t displayed today, then I’ll wait for everyone to repost it when it’s displayed.) 
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A few days later, Chi Yang was able to sit up on his own, and Nangong Nuannuan finally had the time to 

care about the ning family. 

Nangong Nuannuan went to check on ning Wenqi first. 

this was the first time nangong nuannuan had met the nings since the incident. 

Ning Wenqi had never seen Nangong Nuannuan before. Previously, she had only seen it on major news 

and financial gossip magazines. 

Seeing it with his own eyes, ning Wenqi was shocked. 

She was only an 18-year-old girl, but she had such a strong aura. 

ning wenqi knew that nangong nuannuan had come to see him. in order to appease the nangong family 

and to let him leave, ning wenqi had prepared himself mentally. 

However, the moment he saw Nangong Nuannuan in person, ning Wenqi’s heart trembled for no reason 

under the pressure of her aura. 

In just one exchange, he, a major, was already at a disadvantage. 

“miss nangong, i’m very sorry for what happened to the ning family before, causing harm to disheng 

group and the nangong family. i’m very sorry for my third uncle’s actions. I know you’re a very capable 

person. Without your understanding, I can’t go out. However, although I’m a member of the ning family, 

I’m not my third uncle. He was the one who hired that hacker, it has nothing to do with me. 

I know that our ning family has really offended miss Nangong this time, but every injustice has its 

perpetrator, and every debt has its debtor. I’m innocent. I’ve already received a notice of dismissal from 

the combat Department. Do you know how much I’ve sacrificed in order to enter the combat service 

department? 
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Miss Nangong, I know you’re close to my big brother, so you might hate me from the bottom of your 

heart. But miss Nangong, I’m begging you! i don’t have a position in the combat service department 

anymore, and the ning family has fallen. please leave me a way out! I promise that from now on, I will 

take a detour whenever I see my big brother or the Nangong family! No, I’m leaving! I’ll leave and never 

come back again, okay?” 

Ning Wenqi’s time in the Guardsman’s office was worse than death. 

He was placed in a cell where all the prisoners were strong and powerful. The prisoners in this cell were 

either extremely evil death criminals or were caught in the underworld. 

Although he was a major at such a young age, he was the one who had made many contributions to the 

combat service department. Besides, there were 16 people in a cell. Even if he could beat two or three 

of them, he could not beat 15. 

The point was that every time those people beat him up, it happened to be when the prison guards 

were changing shifts and there were no guards. 

As a young master of a top-class wealthy family, what else did he not understand? 

To put it bluntly, even though Nangong Nuannuan had never hit him when he was down, she only 

needed to give him an order and he would be lucky to be able to survive with his injuries every day. If it 

was worse, when the ning family’s news had died down and he died in prison for no reason, no one 

would think of avenging him. 

“Miss Nangong, I’m begging you!” In order to express his sincerity, ning Wenqi knelt down in front of 

Nangong Nuannuan. 

Nangong Nuannuan had come over to anger ning Wenqi, but she hadn’t expected him to kneel down 

before her even before she could say a word. 

nangong nuannuan laughed coldly as she looked at the man who was prostrating at her feet. 

“Ning Haohan did all this?” 

“Yes, yes, ning Haohan did it. i really have nothing to do with this.” 

“you’re talking nonsense! ning wenqi, if you didn’t want to destroy ning wenhao’s backer, would the 

ning family have turned against you after we transferred the money?” 
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we’re the ones who collected the donations, and we’re also the ones who used the money to rebuild it. 

If you didn’t try to drag the Nangong family down with you, my father, that old fool, would have gone 

against the Nangong family and disheng group with an egg against a rock? ” 
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ning wenqi had no idea what had happened during this period of time. Ever since he had been locked 

up, he had been asked many times about the whereabouts of the charity funds. At that time, he felt that 

he was done for. 

Ning Haohan had a lot of connections in the outer seas. As long as he left, it would not be easy for 

Kamino to arrest him and bring him back to their country. 

when he suddenly heard ning haohan’s voice, ning wenqi’s already prostrating body suddenly 

straightened. when he saw the man on nangong nuan’s phone, whose face was covered in blood and 

swollen to the point that he could not even see his original shape, he recognized ning haohan at first 

glance. 

“Ning Haohan! You scumbag! You actually dared to donate and escape! Do you know how much you’ve 

hurt me, grandfather, and the ning family?” 

Ning Wenqi didn’t expect that ning Haohan had already been captured. His face was full of madness. 

If ning Haohan had not run away with the money, he would not have been caught. Even if the combat 

Services Department wanted to punish him, he would at most be suspended for a period of time. After 

the matter was settled and the impact was eliminated, he would be allowed to go back. 

however, ning haohan’s actions had not only caused him to be fired from the combat service 

department, but also caused him to be locked up in prison. There was no need to mention the hatred in 

ning Wenqi’s heart. 

In the video, ning Haohan was kneeling on the ground with his hands cuffed and his body covered in 

wounds. however, what ning wenqi didn’t see was that there was a group of soldiers pointing their guns 

at ning haohan. If he dared to play any tricks, he would definitely be shot. Moreover, it was the kind of 

eating that wouldn’t hit the vital parts. 

Ning Haohan was now completely afraid of Nangong Nuannuan, so when he found out that Nangong 

Nuannuan wanted him to video-call ning Wenqi, he did not dare to say anything but obey. 

but the anger in his chest was all directed at ning wenqi. 

If it wasn’t for ning Wenqi, he wouldn’t have suffered so much if he had just secretly taken the Nangong 

family’s money. 

Ning Haohan looked at the uninjured ning Wenqi and sneered, ” “hehe, i’ve caused the ning family to 

suffer? Ning Wenqi, I recorded everything you said to me. dad and i both want to secretly embezzle the 

money. But you? You said that ning Wenhao’s background is the Nangong family, and the Nangong 

family thinks that miss Nangong has the support of Emperor Xun, and that Kamino will usher in a new 

round of reshuffling next year. If they didn’t take this opportunity to get rid of the Nangong family and 

drive di gang out of Kamino, there would be no place for the ning family in the future. that’s why my 

muddleheaded father pitied you, a son who came at an old age, and played the worst game of chess in 

his life!” 

Hearing that ning Haohan had recorded all his words, ning Wenqi’s pupils dilated. Originally, when he 

found out that Nangong Nuannuan had come to see him, he had wanted to ask for her forgiveness and 

to let him go. He would rather go far away than stay in this dark cell. 



“You’re talking nonsense! I never said that! You’re slandering me!” Ning Wenqi looked at Nangong 

Nuannuan with a pleading expression. “miss nangong, now that he’s been caught, he’s desperate. you 

must not believe his words. He found a very powerful hacker before, and it’s not too much for that 

person to use computer technology to synthesize some sound!” 
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“You’re talking nonsense!” Ning Haohan shouted at the top of his voice. “Miss Nangong, I know you’re 

from Hong Kong too. I have both audio and video. You have sharp eyes and you can tell if my video is 

synthesized or not, right? My video is in the country, and I didn’t bring it out. If no one has seized the 

ning family, the video is on the socket behind the bedside table in my bedroom on the fourth floor of 

the ning family’s old residence. He pulled out the power cable from the socket and saw a small bump on 

the inside of the socket. press the button, and the bottommost wall behind the bookcase in the 

bedroom would open. The things are inside.” 

Ning Wenqi also panicked. miss Nangong, don’t listen to his nonsense. ningwen group isn’t mine, he’s 

the chairman of ningwen group, yingluo.” 

“Miss Nangong, I may be the chairman of the ningwen group, but as you know, all the real shares of the 

ningwen group belong to ning Wenhao. It has nothing to do with the rest of the nings. In addition, my 

dad is the head of the family, so he has the final say in the family. And you must also know that ning 

Wenqi is the grandson of the ning family in name, but in reality, he is my father’s illegitimate son. How 

could my father do all this for me? All of this was just to snatch the real power from ning Wenhao’s 

hands. If it wasn’t for the fact that Hiroshi Akazawa and my second brother died at the same time, this 

will would have been leaked out long ago.” 

“Alright, stop quarreling.” Nangong Nuannuan didn’t want to hear these two men pushing the blame 

away. After all, this had nothing to do with her. 

Nangong Nuannuan’s cold voice silenced both ning Wenqi and ning Haohan. They did not even dare to 

breathe. 

“I’m here to clarify another problem. Who was the one who suggested to put things in my big brother’s 

house? Which one of you wants to kill big brother?” 

When ning Wenqi heard this, his face instantly turned deathly white. 

That’s right! 

There was something else in Nangong Jin’s house! 

When he was in power, he really didn’t like the Nangong family. He really wanted the Nangong family to 

be destroyed. He really wanted to see ning Wenhao’s backer live a gloomy life, so he asked ning Haohan 

to find someone to install that thing in the wall of Nangong Jin’s room. 

Too many things had happened during this period of time, and he had actually forgotten such an 

important matter. 
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hearing nangong nuannuan suddenly mention it, ning wenqi knew that he was done for. 

He was completely done for. 

Ning Haohan immediately raised his cuffed hands and pointed at ning Wenqi, ” “It’s him! it was him! He 

was the one who begged me to put that thing in your big brother’s room. he had always been jealous 

that ning wenhao had chi yang’s support, while he didn’t even have the chance to enter flying eagle. he 

had wanted to kill ning wenhao countless times. even when ning wenhao was injured, it was him who 

sold the information to the other party!” 

ning wenqi’s eyes suddenly widened, and he subconsciously blurted out,”ning haohan, don’t you slander 

me!” 

Ning Haohan grinned. miss Nangong, I’ve already told general Sanji the truth about sy. It was ning Wenqi 

who did it. he wanted ning wenhao to die and his backer to fall, so he came up with this idea. I’m only in 

charge of giving the money. 

Although the money is from the ningwen Corporation, the person is not from the ningwen Corporation. I 

believe you’ll find out once you check it out.” 


